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BUY IT ONLINE or Call Us Toll Free at 866-PERMALIFE

Commercial and Residential Landscape Mulch
Commercial and Residential "Soft-Stuff" for Playgrounds
Equestrian IN-FILL
FlexStone™ Soft Walk Pavers

Internet Special
All Mulch and SoftStuff for Playgrounds
Now 25% OFF!
Special Financing Program Available for Municipalities, Schools and Corporations Call For More Info 866-737-6254

Protect and beautify your home or commercial property with PermaLife Mulch, a recycled rubber substitute for wood mulch that will not compact or decay and lasts for years. Spend more time enjoying your landscape and less time maintaining it.
Learn more

Offer your children that extra margin of safety with PermaLife SoftStuff™. The TEMA CERTIFIED Safety Surface is a vibrant ADA and ASTM compliant "base fill" playground safety surface. Great for your backyard or school. Comes in your choice of colors.
Learn more

Offer riders an enhanced riding experience and improved conditions for the horses they ride with PermaLife ArenaFill™. ArenaFill adds cushion, helps prevent freezing, reduces dust and enhances drainage with a standard installation.
Learn more

Add durable beauty, function and safety around your home, commercial complex or recreational area with PermaLife FlexStone by Yonnic. Made from 100% recycled rubber, its the perfect solution for any surface project.
Learn more
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Comes with a 5 Year Warranty!

CALL US FOR AVAILABILITY AND PRICING 1-866-PERMALIFE

PermaLife SoftStuff
For Playgrounds

INTERNET SPECIAL 25% OFF!
Special Financing Program Available for Municipalities, Schools and Corporations Call For More Info 866-737-6254
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THE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY, BACKYARD PLAY SURFACE THAT’S KID FRIENDLY.

PermaLife SoftStuff™
SAFEST SURFACE MADE FOR BACKYARD PLAYGROUNDS

You’re looking at a ground-breaking way of protecting our most important natural resource. Our kids!
Protecting them from playground bumps and bruises by cushioning their falls with an environmentally friendly safety surface which is a colorful, clean alternative to sand and wood mulch.

PermaLife SoftStuff comes from tires that have been granulated, cleaned and recycled especially for backyard playground use, it acts like sand but feels much softer on little knees.
And, unlike other safety surfaces, PermaLife SoftStuff holds its vibrant color and lasts for years.
So, for greater safety for your kids, keep it soft with PermaLife SoftStuff.
To talk to one of our specialist call 1-866-737-6254.
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Rubber Mulch: a landmark innovation in Playground Safety, Playground Flooring, Horse Arena Footing and Landscaping!

Rubber Mulch.com, the leader in the tire recycling industry, produces recycled products to help protect our environment and the communities we serve. Rubber Mulch uses tire recycled ground rubber for landscaping, playground flooring and horse arena footing.
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Crumb Rubber Manufacturers
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Learn more about safe playground surfaces.
Learn more about safe playground surfaces.